
RE Exam

71%
Summer 2016 A*-C pass rate

25% 
Summer 2016 A*-A pass rate



EDEXCEL Religious Studies B 
● Two Exams

● Each lasts for 1 hour and 45 minutes

● Paper 1:  Religion & Ethics - Christianity (Mon 14th May 2018)

● Paper 2: Religion Peace & Conflict - Islam (Wed 16th May 2018) 



Support and Preparation
• Assessments at the end of each term
• Mock Exams in December and March
• Revision sessions in the run up to exam

2018:  
Best set of results ever at CA
Beginning Year 11 with the confidence of success achieved



Work Experience 2018
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Work Experience – Why?
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Hot off the press
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Monday 2nd – Friday 6th July 2018

Work Experience – When?8



Work Experience – How?
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There are three main ways of finding work 
experience….



How? Networking
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How? Networking
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How?  Speculative Application
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How? Speculative Application
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How? Through a company
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Mark Dalton



Are you up to date with the labour market? 
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The Creative Economy in the UK
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The Tech Economy in London

2/23/2017
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London: A place of opportunity
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Work Experience - Support

Start your CV and learn about work 
experience including how to stay safe

Complete your CV using Barclays Lifeskills 
and have them checked by Sixth Form 
students in coaching time. 

                
Use your ‘application pack’ to approach 
employers and get the ‘Work Experience’ 
form back to Mrs McNally by Easter. 



Work Experience - Qualification
Complete your work experience diary in detail… 

                               ←Before and during placement
                                     

                                 After your placement→

…deliver a 5 minute presentation on it when you 
return to be awarded an AQA certificate! 
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A word of caution
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Summary
Why? Gain skills, contacts, CV, reference and confidence!

When? Monday 2nd – Friday 6th July 2018

How? 1. Using your network on contacts
2. Making speculative applications using your CV
3. Complete activities on the Barclays Lifeskills website for 250+ credits.

Top Tips: 
Be confident, start now, aim to work in a career area you are interested in. 

What’s next? 
Use coaching time and your own time to map your network, create your CV and make 
speculative applications using the application pack. Check your social media profiles!
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Our key academic aims

• You are able to access our 
Sixth Form

• You are able to access the 
courses you want to post-16



Supporting Year 10 to reach their potential

RE intervention programme:
• Drop-down half-days
• After-school revision classes
• Free revision guides
• Additional mock exams
• Weekly emails
• Breakfast club



Digital Learning Boom!

155 active users in Year 10
1363 hours of usage since 
September
8 hours 48 minutes per 
learner

164 accounts created (91% 
of the year group)
1130 Pods streamed



Additional intervention strategies

• SAM Learning intervention 
groups

• Increased time in Maths
• Tutoring from half-term 6
• Curriculum changes
• and………...



What is the relevance of this number?

427.5



Why IL?



Why are we doing all of this?



Pastoral Support & Advice
Attendance

Many studies have shown a correlation between attendance 
and attainment.

A recent report shows: 

“Of pupils with absence less than 50%, only 3% manage 
to achieve five or more GCSEs at grades A*-C including 
maths and English.

It also highlights that 73% of pupils who have over 95% 
attendance achieve five or more GCSEs at grades A*-C”





Attendance Tips
● We will provide you and your child with weekly updates on current attendance, which 

reflect the time they have actually been in the Academy, this will be in their planner 
each week. Learning Coaches will follow up with you on absent days.

● Please provide us with evidence of proof of appointments, where possible do not book 
appointments in the school day, evidence can be an appointment card, text message 
or letter.

● Come into school each day, even if slightly unwell with some tablets to keep at SS, we 
will send home if we feel necessary. 

● If your child does need a day off school, please call the absence line, this allows us to 
know that your child is accounted for.

● Church service, sports day and LCC days are expected to be attended and 
non-attendance will have a negative impact upon attendance.



Attendance Tips Cont...
New Punctuality Policy

1st late in half term - spoken to by LC 
& home informed
2nd late in half term - SL detention
3rd late in half term - C60
4th late in half term - LT90
5th late in half term - SD
6th late in a half term - 1 day isolation 
and parent meeting 



Pastoral Support & Advice
Completing IL



Pastoral Support
Coaching Time Activities



Pastoral Support & Advice
Keys to Success

● Turn up to school each day and on time.
● Have a positive attitude towards your learning, have grit when 

things don’t go how you expected. 
● Ask questions of you do not know the answer.
● Get enough sleep and rest, this is vital time for your body to 

repair itself.
● Eat well, good balanced diet will help the brain function better.
● PLAN, plan your IL and revision times in, this will help you keep 

track of your commitments. 


